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          ISyE Seminar Series: Karen Smilowitz


Wednesday, Dec. 8, 2021, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Dec. 8, 2021, 5 p.m.


Ford Hall

Room 127
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  "Integrating Dual Scheduling Modes in Workforce Management"


			Presentation by Karen Smilowitz
James N. and Margie M. Krebs Professor in Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences
Northwestern University


			Wednesday, December 8

			3:00pm - Reception

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar 

			Ford Hall, Room 127


			*Required attendance for students in IE 8773 and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			Motivated by the emergence of self-scheduling platforms for volunteers and the continued need to meet time-specific needs of nonprofit organizations, this research explores modeling approaches and scheduling policies to effectively manage workforce scheduling for organizations with dual scheduling modes. As an illustrative example, we consider a nonprofit organization that provides relief to those impacted by disasters using both volunteers who schedule themselves and staff members who are assigned to shifts. We explore the advantages of scheduling policies that explicitly account for the two groups, balancing the need to cover time slots to meet demand with the desire to offer meaningful and convenient opportunities to volunteers such that they maintain their engagement with the organization. We present a case study based on operational data from our collaborators and more general insights based on synthetic data. This is joint work with Mariana Escallon-Barrios and Reut Noham.

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Dr. Karen Smilowitz is the James N. and Margie M. Krebs Professor in Industrial Engineering and Management Science at Northwestern University, with a joint appointment in the Operations group at the Kellogg School of Management. Dr. Smilowitz is an expert in modeling and solution approaches for logistics and transportation systems in both commercial and nonprofit applications. Dr. Smilowitz is the founder of the Northwestern Initiative on Humanitarian and Nonprofit Logistics. She has been instrumental in promoting the use of operations research within the humanitarian and nonproﬁt sectors through the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the National Academy of Engineering, as well as various media outlets. Dr. Smilowitz is the Editor-in-Chief of Transportation Science.


			

			

 






    Industrial and Systems Engineering Info Session


Monday, Dec. 6, 2021, 6:30 p.m. through Monday, Dec. 6, 2021, 7:30 p.m.


Join the Webinar




    Many students don't know! Industrial and Systems Engineers blend mathematical modeling, engineering thinking, and business practices to optimize system performance. In fact, ISyE is one of the fastest-growing programs in the College of Science and Engineering.


Join our info session on Monday, December 6 at 6:30pm CST as we answer the following questions and more. Parents are also welcome to attend!


	What is Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE)?
	What kinds of classes do ISyE students take?
	How does ISyE combine engineering and business?
	What kinds of jobs can I get with an ISyE degree?
	Is it still possible to graduate in 4 years?
	What do ISyE students love about ISyE?

Interested but can't attend? Complete this form for more information and we'll connect with you.






    Alumni-Students Interaction Session with Adhithya Shanmugam & Lalith Srivatsa


Thursday, Dec. 2, 2021, 6 p.m. through Thursday, Dec. 2, 2021, 7 p.m.


Zoom




    The second Alumni-Students Interaction Session will take place on Thursday, December 2 from 6:00 to 7:00 pm CST over Zoom.


Our featured guests include two University of Minnesota ISyE MS graduates: Lalith Srivatsa, a Solution Consultant at TadaNow, and Adhithya Shanmugam, a Data Scientist at Daikin Applied Americas.


This is a great opportunity for graduate students to interact with former department students and learn about their job experiences. We hope to see you there!






    Alumni-Students Interaction Session with Guiyun Feng & Xiaobo Li


Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021, 7 p.m. through Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021, 8 p.m.


Zoom




     


The INFORMS Student Chapter at the University of Minnesota in collaboration with the Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE) will be conducting several Alumni-Students Interaction Sessions during the 2021-2022 academic year.


 


The first session will take place on Thursday, November 18 from 7:00 to 8:00 pm CST. Featured guests include University of Minnesota ISyE 2018 PhD graduates Guiyun Feng and Xiaobo Li. Presently, they are Assistant Professors at Singapore Management University and National University of Singapore, respectively.


 


This is a great opportunity for graduate students and faculty to interact with former department students. We hope to see you there!


 


Click Here to Join






    ISyE Seminar Series: Rahul Mazumder


Wednesday, Nov. 10, 2021, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Nov. 10, 2021, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Sparse Learning at Scale: Convex, Mixed Integer Programming, and Statistical Perspectives"


			Presentation by Rahul Mazumder
Robert G. James Career Development Associate Professor
Massachusetts Institute of Technology


			Wednesday, November 10

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)


			*Required attendance for students in IE 8773 and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			


			Many fundamental high-dimensional statistics estimators, such as best-subset selection (BSS), can be naturally expressed as discrete optimization problems. Recently, mixed integer programming (MIP) methods have been shown to be promising candidates for formulating and solving, small/moderate instances of these problems. This sheds interesting insights into some less-understood statistical aspects of BSS, suggesting the need to design new estimators. On the computational front, current high-performance commercial integer programming solvers are somewhat black-box and can be challenging to scale to large instances. I will discuss our recent work on tailored branch-and-bound methods to solve, to optimality, a family of regularized BSS problems with up to a million features. For the first time, we employ first-order convex optimization methods within a branch-and-bound framework to solve instances of regularized BSS that show speedups of over 5000X over commercial solvers.


			If time permits, I will discuss some ongoing work where statistical modeling considerations can lead to the design of computationally attractive MIP formulations in the context of the well-known sparse PCA problem. (This represents joint work with: Hussein Hazimeh, Ali Saab, Antoine Dedieu, Peter Radchenko and Kayhan Behdin.)


			

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Rahul Mazumder is the Robert G. James Career Development Associate Professor in the OR and Statistics group at MIT Sloan School of Management. He is affiliated with MIT Operations Research Center, MIT Center for Statistics, and MIT IBM Watson AI Lab. His research interests are at the intersection of statistics and mathematical programming (convex and mixed integer optimization), and their applications to industry, the government, and the sciences. He is a recipient of the INFORMS Optimization Society Young Researchers Prize (2020), Office of Naval Research Young Investigator Award (2018). Student co-authors of his papers have received student paper/poster awards from the INFORMS Optimization Society ‘15, INFORMS Computing Society ‘20, Mixed Integer Programming Workshop ‘18, ‘21, MIT Operations Research Center ‘20.


			He is currently serving as an Associate Editor of the Annals of Statistics, an editorial board member of the Journal of Machine Learning Research, and will be joining the editorial board of Bernoulli in 2022. He helped form the Machine Learning cluster within the INFORMS Optimization Society (2021).


			

			

Seminar Video:









    ISyE Seminar Series: Boris Hanin


Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2021, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2021, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Ridgeless Interpolation in 1D with One Layer ReLU Networks and Tight Generalization Bounds for Learning Lipschitz Functions"


			Presentation by Boris Hanin
Assistant Professor
Princeton ORFE


			Wednesday, November 3

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)


			*Required attendance for students in IE 8773 and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			In this talk, I will give a complete answer to the question of how neural networks use training data to make predictions on unseen inputs in a very simple setting. Namely, for a fixed dataset D = {(x_i,y_i), i=1,...,N} with x_i and y_i being scalars, I will consider the space of all one layer ReLU networks of arbitrary width that exactly fit this data and, among all such interpolants, achieve the minimal possible L_2-norm on the neuron weights. Intuitively, this is the space of “ridgeless ReLU interpolants” in that sense that it consists of ReLU networks that minimize the mean squared error over D plus an infinitesimal L_2-regularization on the neuron weights. I will give a complete characterization of how such ridgeless ReLU interpolants can make predictions on intervals (x_i, x_{i+1}) between consecutive datapoints. I will then explain how to use this characterization to obtain, uniformly over the infinite collection of ridgeless ReLU interpolants of a given dataset D, tight generalization bounds under the assumption y_i = f(x_i) with f a Lipschitz function.

			
	
			Bio:


			Boris Hanin works on theoretical machine learning, probability, and mathematical physics and is currently an Assistant Professor at Princeton Operations Research and Financial Engineering (ORFE). Prior to Princeton, Hanin was an Assistant Professor at Texas A&M Mathematics; a Visiting Scholar at Facebook, Google, and the Simons Institute; and an NSF Postdoctoral Fellow in Mathematics at MIT.

			

Seminar Video:









    ISyE Seminar Series: Dan Atkins


Wednesday, Oct. 20, 2021, 3 p.m. through Wednesday, Oct. 13, 2021, 4:30 p.m.


Ford Hall

Room 110
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  "So What? (and Sideways)"


			Presentation by Dan Atkins
President
MinneAnalytics


			Wednesday, October 20

			3:00pm - Reception

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar 

			Ford Hall, Room 110


			*Required attendance for students in IE 5773, 8773, and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			This talk will wander through a career spent in analytics offering insights into what matters in the real world and reflections on things that don't. Hopefully, students will leave with additional perspective that will assist them in their careers. Atkins will also talk about the tech community locally and why students should engage.

			 

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Dan Atkins is the President of MinneAnalytics, acting as a sort of particle collider smashing together not only tech, math, and the domain, but also enterprise, startups, and academia to create new elements of community entanglement. Atkins is a classically trained capitalist that's culturally a startup, operating in the enterprise. He spent two decades successfully running an independent analytics consultant. Over nights and weekends he co-founded and has led the nation's largest local emerging tech and data science community.


			

			

 






    ISyE Seminar Series: Deon Burchett


Wednesday, Oct. 13, 2021, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Oct. 13, 2021, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Telehealth Facility Location Optimization Model"


			Presentation by Dr. Deon Burchett
Senior Operations Research Analyst
MITRE Corporation


			Wednesday, October 13

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)


			

			*Required attendance for students in IE 5773, 8773, and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			The Telehealth Facility Location Optimization Model was developed as part of the independent research project, Modeling HealthCARE (Capacity, Access, Resource, Evaluation), which is a framework to help organizations make informed decisions about supply and demand. This framework uses modeling and simulation (M&S) to evaluate alternate healthcare delivery solutions and identify potential costly and unforeseen implementation challenges while optimizing capacity, access, and resource utilization. The model allocates patients by county to existing and potential facility locations, minimizing travel distances for patients. Demand and capacity are measured in terms of the total number of appointments within the planning horizon (e.g., one year). Appointments that cannot be assigned to the open facilities, due to insufficient capacity, are outsourced to out-of-network care.

			 

			
	
			Bio:


			Dr. Deon Burchett is a senior operations research analyst at MITRE Corporation in McLean, VA. He has worked on projects for various government sponsors, including an optimization model for US Air Force aircraft maintenance scheduling and a regression model for manpower planning for the US Army. He has also worked on projects in the MITRE Innovation Program, including a simulation for capacity planning in the context of telehealth treatment adoption. He previously worked at United Airlines, where he developed optimization-based decision support systems, and at the US Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity in its Logistics Analysis Division. He received his PhD in industrial and systems engineering from the University of Florida.

			

Seminar Video:









    ISyE Seminar Series: Yuan Wang


Wednesday, Oct. 6, 2021, 3 p.m. through Wednesday, Oct. 6, 2021, 4:30 p.m.


Ford Hall

Room 110
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  "Quantitative Modeling for Risk Management in Banking: An Overview and Applications"


			Presentation by Dr. Yuan Wang
Vice President
Wells Fargo


			Wednesday, October 6

			3:00pm - Reception

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar 

			Ford Hall, Room 110


			*Required attendance for students in IE 5773, 8773, and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			Quantitative risk modeling is a key component of Risk Management in banking. The overall goal of risk modeling is to quantify an aggregated risk for the bank’s portfolios while also facilitating decision-making by the different lines of business, often at the account or customer level. Regulations and practices in risk management have changed significantly over the past two decades, largely in response to regulations that emerged from the financial crisis of 2008. In this talk, I will provide an overview of quantitative risk modeling using several recent projects related to Deposits. I will use the applications to describe different components of risk modeling, including types and structures of datasets, modeling techniques and practices, as well as regulatory requirements on “stress testing”.

			 

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Dr. Yuan Wang is a Vice President responsible for quantitative analysis in Wells Fargo. She started her career in 2016 through Wells Fargo’s unique Quantitative Analytics Program that recruits new graduates and trains them in banking and quantitative modeling. She currently leads several projects for risk management of models related to Deposits. She received her Ph.D. in Industrial Engineering (specialization in Statistics), advised by Prof. Yajun Mei and Prof. C.F. Jeff Wu, from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 2016. Her undergraduate degree is in Mathematics from Nankai University, China.


			

			

 






    ISyE Seminar Series: Dawn Woodard


Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2021, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2021, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Map Technologies for Ride-Sharing"


			Presentation by Dawn Woodard
Senior Director of Applied Science
Uber


			Wednesday, September 29

			3:30-5:00 PM CST — Graduate Seminar and Reception (Zoom)


			*Required attendance for students in IE 5773, 8773, and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			Extensive literature now exists on methods for pricing and matching in ride-sharing platforms, such as Uber, Lyft, Didi Chuxing, and Ola. However, less attention has been paid to the complex geospatial inputs required for these systems. For example, carpool matching methods require accurate predictions of the time required to travel between any two locations in the road network. We describe geospatial (map) technologies, including those for travel time prediction and route optimization, that can be used in the context of such large-scale vehicle decision systems. We showcase the challenges, such as data sparsity on parts of the road network, and the fact that highly accurate predictions need to take into account the detailed dynamics of a physical system (traffic patterns in a road network). We also compare several common approaches for travel time prediction, and provide rigorous theoretical results showing that one class of approaches has higher accuracy than alternatives.

			 

			
	
			Bio:


			Dawn Woodard leads modeling and data analytics for platforms including Uber Maps, which is the mapping platform used in Uber’s user interfaces and decision systems. The team’s technologies include road map and points of interest definition, map search, route optimization, travel time prediction, and navigation. Dr. Woodard earned her PhD in statistics from Duke University, after which she was a faculty member in the School of Operations Research and Information Engineering at Cornell. There she developed forecasting methods for emergency vehicle decision support systems, in collaboration with ambulance organizations. After receiving tenure at Cornell, she joined Microsoft Research for her sabbatical, where she created travel time prediction methods for use in Bing Maps. She then transitioned to Uber, leading modeling and analytics for the pricing and matching teams, eventually transitioning to her current role in Platforms.

			

Seminar Video:
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